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The Power of
Personalization
Four ways to use personalized elearning
for maximum gain in minimum time.
From movies and music playlists to the online shopping basket,
we’re used to providers personalizing what they offer to us
according to our likes, dislikes and past behaviors. One size
no longer fits all in the consumer world - so why should our
elearning take a fixed approach?
Personalization in elearning creates better learner engagement,
reduces seat time (saving organizations money) and improves
performance - sounds like a bit of a no brainer, right? Here,
we’ll explore four techniques you can use to personalize your
elearning to improve outcomes - for your learners and
your organization.
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What is personalization?
When elearning emerged on the
scene, one of its much-vaunted
benefits was the potential for
personalization. In the classroom,
the trainer has no choice but to
make some assumptions about the
learners and try to meet a majority
of their needs - essentially, most of
the learning is delivered in a kind
of ‘broadcast’ fashion.
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But, this one-size-fits-all approach inevitably
leaves some learners behind, and for learners
who already know the content, it leaves them
disengaged. And what about learners who pick up
the content more quickly? Or learners who don't
find the information relevant to them?
Personalization tailors the content to each learner
- so everyone gets what they need. By using data,
we can change what they learn, how it's served
up, and when.
At Kineo, we see personalized learning as a blend
of tailoring content based on performance and
customized learning. It adapts to the learner’s
progress, plus allows the learner to customize it
for their preferences, goals, skills, career path, and
more, all within the framework set by the
L&D team.

Brandon Hall Group, 2021 https://www.brandonhall.com/blogs/personalizing-learning-for-the-future-of-work/

93%
of companies feel that
personalized learning is
very or critically important
to both individual and
company performance1.
Brandon Hall Group
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Hitting the target - the four key
benefits of personalized learning
The goal of your learning is always to improve employee and organizational
performance - but what if you could reduce seat time at the same time?
Personalized learning allows you to build easily deployed, scalable and
contextualized learning experiences for any workforce scenario, with four
key benefits:
1

2

3

Saves time

Increases engagement

Increases motivation

Personalized elearning reduces
the time a learner spends in
training by removing content
that isn’t relevant. When
learners spend less time going
through the content they
already know, we increase
their speed to proficiency and
reduce the training time and the
associated costs. For example
- by saving 10 minutes per 500
learners, you could save over 83
hours of learning time in total.
No small amount.

A learner is more likely to
interact with and remember
content that targets their
current role, projects or area
of work. When information is
relevant and useful, a learner is
more likely to pay attention to
and interact with the experience
on offer. If content is king,
context is the castle and if it’s
not relevant to the learner and
their job, then they may not
engage and the opportunity to
learn will be wasted.

An engaged learner is also likely
to be a more motivated one,
as they can connect learning
to their own experiences. We
can further increase motivation
by acknowledging the fact that
we all like to learn differently.
Providing choice allows learners
to become actively involved in
the learning and development
process - removing barriers
to training and increasing
motivation.

4
Improves knowledge 		
retention
We’ve seen that content which
is presented in a relevant
context improves the learner’s
motivation and engagement.
It also improves the recall and
retention of this knowledge
over time. This is made possible
because context makes it easier
for learners to draw mental
connections, deepen their
understanding and transfer
knowledge back to the job where it really matters.

So, as you can see, these four
benefits drive the best outcomes for
your business, by creating learning
that is effective, efficient, relevant,
and agile. So why have organizations
not embraced personalized learning
more broadly?
One of the main reasons is that we
tend to focus on content and not
users. Personalization requires a
user-first lens to learning design,
and once we understand our learner,
there are a number of approaches
to creating a more personalized
learning experience.
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Kineo’s four key
personalization
techniques
We use four proven personalization techniques to
adapt and customize learning for each individual.
So how can you maximize gain in minimum time?
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Role with it:
personalization according to role

Or as it’s also known - the role selector. Here, user
information tailors the learning experience. At the
beginning of a course, learners can select their role
or this data can be inherited from the LMS or
other systems.
Role selection draws attention to specific content, filters out unwanted
material, or even provides alternative pathways through the course material.
Learners may be asked to select their role based on job function, experience,
geographic location or seniority.
Once users have selected a role, we can tailor all types of content, from
an example or explanation of a policy to entire course sections that are
swapped or skipped altogether.

Top tip: To align a user’s visual
experience with the cognitive
experience, avatars (a digital image
manipulated by a user) can be used
to represent them within a course
and added to the digital experience.

Why use it?

Give learners personalized learning
pathways based on their role

A role selector is an example of adaptive design and
contextualizing content so that it can be aimed at the right
need. Contextualizing content leads to effective delivery and
engagement by making the most of the time spent learning.
A curated path of content based on role selection creates an
optimal pathway for every learner, so their entire journey is
relevant. By tailoring the learning to the individual, we deliver
three key benefits:
• Context
Fundamental to learning, context provides the scaffold to
understand the relevance of the learning, and how it can
be applied in the real world. It also allows for learners to
join the dots themselves, linking new information with other
existing, better understood knowledge, aiding both in
comprehension and recall. Role selection allows us to more
accurately serve up this key ingredient to successful learning.
• Efficiency
In addition to context, the role selector can allow you to
reduce seat time by removing content that isn’t relevant to
the audience.
• Cost saving
Finally, by using single courses instead of multiple courses
for multiple audiences, an organization can save money on
design and development, integration with an LMS, more
efficient reporting and of course the savings from the
reduction in seat time.

Personalized pathway

Role
selector

Grab
attention

Introduce
responsibilities

Allow practice
through realistic
situations

Share peer
and expert insight

Summarize and
give next steps

Assess
(optional)
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Assess and acknowledge:
the diagnostic

The diagnostic menu and assessment gives you tools
to recognize that all learners don't come to training
with the same background and experience.
Up-front diagnostics or a ‘test-out’
identify each learner’s knowledge
gaps and flag areas of focus. By
acknowledging existing knowledge
and skills based on pre-assessment
performance, we can remove
content where a learner has
demonstrated proficiency.
For example, by answering a series
of questions at the beginning of
the course, learners can prove
proficiency in different topics. Sets
of questions align with a topic
of content. If a learner achieves
a passing score on a topic, the
associated topic is flagged as
complete, and the learner won’t
need to visit that topic to complete
the course. They ‘test-out’ of that
topic right away.

When you have learners of varying
levels of experience and expertise,
a diagnostic allows you to create
custom learning paths within one
course. It gives learners the chance
to identify which skill sets they may
need to improve, as well as what key
pieces of information they will need
to acquire.
You need to consider the scope of
your diagnostic - enough questions
to offer a meaningful score, but not
too many questions that it erodes
one of the key benefits, which is
reduced seat time. We can mitigate
this by creating questions that
assess knowledge and skills to a
suitable depth. Move beyond testing
comprehension to testing the correct
application of that knowledge to
the real-world problem the course is
looking to solve.

Why use it?

Give learners the opportunity to test-out at the
beginning, then offer the same assessment at the
end for those who did not pass

Tailored content based on a diagnostic creates the perfect
level of challenge for every learner, so their entire journey is
engaging. It delivers five key benefits:
1. Greeting learners with deep questions triggers reflection,
introducing key knowledge while stimulating curiosity and
engagement from the beginning
2. By strategically exposing our learners' knowledge gaps, we
increase their motivation to fill those gaps, gain a new skill
and actively participate in the learning.
3. By being responsive to their skill level, we win hearts and
minds by demonstrating that the company is a trusted
partner who respects their time and current skill level and
training needs.
4. By tailoring learning paths for each individual, learners don’t
have to complete topics they already know. It allows them to
dedicate their time and energy to working only on
what’s needed.
5. By following a tailored learning path, we save time and
money when learners have a reduced seat time based on
their demonstrated proficiency. For example, we often ask
learners to take the same training every year - even though
they may already be proficient. Using the diagnostic allows
them to demonstrate proficiency and save training time,
keeping them focused only on the training they need.

Pass.

Assessment

Fail.

Test-out - Personalized pathway

Introduce
responsibilities

Allow practice through
realistic situations

Share peer and
expert insight

Assess

Call to action
next steps
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Choose your own adventure:
branching scenarios

Ever used one of those ‘choose your own adventure’
books, where your answers determine the path you take
through the story? In elearning, we call that branching!
You can use branching to create different paths through your learning based
on how a learner responds to questions in the flow of a course. It can be
complex, leading to multiple outcomes, or ‘faux’ - where one or two step
branches are merged back into the primary learning path.

The Power of Personalization

Why use it?

Give learners an optimal pathway with assessment
points on the way, provide supportive tutorials if
needed to bridge knowledge gaps

We know that these branching scenarios produce a quicker
outcome for experts on the subject, and for those that need
additional learning, it means we can provide support and
learning at the point of failure. For those that simply want to
explore more, they can run the scenario multiple times to learn
from all outcomes.
Branching scenarios also allow users to explore the
consequences of potentially challenging situations in a safe
environment without real-world consequences.
You can run a simple approach to branching scenarios, which
we call ‘faux branching’. You present learners with a series of
choices and they can see the outcomes of their choice, however
it doesn’t take you off on a different path - the learning journey
is still fixed. After seeing the impact of their choice in the
scenario, you’ll still communicate the correct outcome and the
narrative advances along the pre-determined sequence.

Optimal path

Role selector

Grab attention

Scenario Part 1

Scenario Part 2

Scenario Part 3

Fail

Fail

Fail

Tutorial

Tutorial

Tutorial

Summarize
call to action
and next steps
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A learner-led experience
Kineo had to produce a piece of learning that was equally engaging for a sales person
with 30 years of experience in selling Rolls-Royce vehicles, as it was to someone who was
new, with no prior product knowledge. Based on Rolls-Royce’s needs, Kineo identified
very quickly that the solution had to be all about choice – a true learner-lead experience.
Using Adapt to create a multi-device and user-friendly experience, the course presents
the learner with two options upon entering the course: if they are feeling confident, the
learner can put their skills immediately to the test or they can choose to find out more
about Dawn through the tutorials, before they move on to tackle the challenge.

Branching scenarios allow for practice in a safe environment

Case study: Rolls Royce
Creating personalized elearning
using diagnostics and branching.
This was Rolls-Royce’s first foray into elearning,
and our brief was to provide a piece of engaging
learning that supported and informed RollsRoyce dealer sales staff about the launch of a new
4-seater convertible – Dawn.
The objective was to ensure the dealers were fully
informed about the car – it’s styling, the origins of
the name, the technology and options – and most
importantly, that the dealers were aware of how
to sell to the whole new customer base that Dawn
was expected to attract to the brand.

The interactive challenge allows the learner to
make decisions and see the impact those choices
have on their customers. As the learner makes
the right decisions, they increase their customers’
excitement levels and ultimately their
potential sales.
Using realistic customer simulations and situations,
learners are provided with a safe environment
to practise decision-making. Storytelling was at
the heart of the challenge. Learners are dropped
straight into the action through an introduction
to a new potential customer with the mission of
moving the sale forward: ‘What is it that makes
this customer tick? Where should I meet them?
Which features of Dawn are most relevant
to them?’

Based on their choices, the learner discovered the
consequences of their decision. If they’ve made
the right choice, they saw the effect this had on
their customer and increased their power rating
associated with that decision, whether that's
getting the customer excited or making that all
important sale. To add a layer of pressure, a timer
was added on each decision so the faster the
learner moves the customer towards a sale, the
higher their score.
If learners go straight to the challenge and make
wrong decisions, they are linked back to the
relevant tutorial before being encouraged to try
again. Taking this approach was great for timepoor sales people as it allowed learners who are
confident about their sales skills to only look at the
tutorials for areas in which they need support.
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Keeping score:
scorecards

Why use it?

Good learning reflects that the world isn’t black and
white, and employees often have to make decisions
where there isn’t a clear ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ choice but
rather a prioritization of competing priorities. One of
the strengths of elearning is that it can act as a mirror
to feed back that prioritization to the learner.
Kineo use a ‘scorecard’ to track
how a learner makes decisions in a
simulated environment balancing
multiple, competing, real-world
priorities. You can make the implicit
tradeoffs in decision making more
explicit. By attaching a score to
each of the competing priorities and
tracking decisions across a course,

we then have a leaner ‘scorecard’
which reflects how they prioritize
needs. This exposes to them any
bias they have in prioritization and
allows for tailored feedback based
on those decisions, so when they’re
faced with a similar decision in real
life, they can reflect and make a
more thoughtful choice.
You can use a scorecard to practice
decision making in context recreating a version of a real-world
environment and making their
choices more reflective of how they’d
react in real life.

Scorecards allow learners, via trial and error, to see the impact
of a series of choices on a whole host of differing variables.
There may not be a perfect outcome for the given scenario, but
scorecards allow learners to explore and decide on the best
possible choice, and understand the trade offs for any gains,
just like they would in the real world.
Customer service training is one great example where you can
use a scorecard to see how a learner balances their priorities.
For customer service agents, they may need to balance:
• Customer service - are we responding to customer needs?
• Call time - are we working as efficiently as possible?
• Add on sales - did we use the interaction as an opportunity
to increase revenue?
While each goal has benefits for the business, meeting one
goal may come at the expense of another. Using a scorecard to
view a user’s bias can flag up areas that may need to be
worked on.
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Power up your
learning with
personalization
These four personalization techniques have
been proven to increase engagement,
knowledge retention and decrease training
time. Without using these techniques, your
learning can feel siloed, out of touch and
irrelevant to your employees. The result uninspired learners who don’t develop into
the high-performing employees you need.
Using these four techniques, you can create learning that feels
connected, personal and relevant, improving attention and
ultimately improving learner and organizational performance.

Want to find out more about how Kineo
can help personalize your learning?
Get in touch

Get the guide: The Keys
to Designing a Results
Driven Curriculum
You want beautifully crafted custom
learning that delivers results.
Your employees demand learning
experiences that are personalized,
engaging and relevant.
We’ve got you covered. Our Design
for Results methodology ensures you
get expertly crafted digital learning,
blended learning and elearning
content that engages, delights and
rewards learners, delivering the
outcomes your business needs.
Download now
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Discover how we're shaping the future of learning
Everything we do at Kineo stems from a simple idea – if we design a better learning
experience, together we’ll get better results.
Kineo helps the world’s leading businesses improve performance through learning and
technology. We’re proud of our reputation for being flexible and innovative, and of our
award-winning work with clients across the world.
Whatever your business challenge, we will partner with you every step of the way to find
the learning solution that fits best – and delivers results.
So, how can we help you?
Get in touch about your digital learning challenges.

Kineo UK

Kineo USA

Kineo APAC

info@kineo.com
+44 (0)1 273 764 070

usinfo@kineo.com
+1-312-846-6656

hello@kineo.com.au
+61 1300 303 318

www.kineo.com

